
Intermountain Classic Air Medical / Bid Questions Note: Responses are preliminary until issued by addendum.
Questions must be submitted before 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 8

11/2/2022 Light fixtures will not be replaced in the existing conference rooms
or in the soffits immediately outside of the conference rooms.  The
recessed cans in question are existing to remain, even though the
outer line looks dashed.

11/3/2022 Yes, it is included in the General Contract.  Spec section 274113
(Audio Systems) is added by addendum #1; sections 274115
(Video Systems) and 274116 (Control Systems) are already
included in the specifications.
The owner's preferred AV vendors are Marshall Industries and CVE
Multi-media

11/3/2022 Provide conduit as required for the antenna system. Refer to
updated sheet ET601.

11/3/2022 Provide 1" conduit to the card reader location and door frame
stubbed to accessible ceiling. Coordinate any additional
requirements with the security installers (Accent Automatics).

11/3/2022 All security installation will be completed by Accent Automatics.

11/3/2022 Panel U5LB is new. Panel L5 is existing. Refer to the updated
addendum drawings.

11/3/2022 Fixture types T24 have been added in this room.

11/3/2022 Existing lighting controls are Acuity Sensor Switch.

11/3/2022 Yes, it is included in the General Contract.  Spec section 274113
(Audio Systems) is added by addendum #1; sections 274115
(Video Systems) and 274116 (Control Systems) are already
included in the specifications.
The owner's preferred AV vendors are Marshall Industries and CVE
Multi-media

Date Question Response
Demo page ED205, between lines C & D, on both ends of the
drawing, shows recessed cans with dotted lines which would
indicate demolition. On page EL 105, those same conference
rooms show the same dotted line recessed cans. It shows no new
lighting for those rooms.  Maybe the conference rooms keep the
existing recessed cans?

Is the AV system to be included in our scope, if so please provide
specification for this and preferred vendor

Please clarify what is being requested on sheet ET601 with the
photo of the penthouse

Please provide required rough in details for access control on
drawings EY105

Is access control included in our scope if so please provide
specification and preferred vendor

Are the panels UU5LB and L5 new or existing

What fixture type will be installed in storage room 515 not identified
nor lighting control

What is the current light control system manufacturer so we can
match existing controls

Is the sound system included our scope, please provide specs and
preferred vendor.



11/7/2022 Yes. There will be an addendum coming early this week.
11/7/2022 Panel U5LB is new. Panel L5 is existing. Refer to the updated

addendum drawings.

11/7/2022 The UPS and maintenance bypass are owner furnished, contractor
installed.

11/7/2022 Panel U5LB is new. Panel L5 is existing. Refer to the updated
addendum drawings.

11/7/2022 Size for 3/4" thick millwork panels.  See
 for additional dimensions for

these trims.
11/8/2022 There are ceilings in all of the area of work.  Refer to Reflected

Ceiling Plans on sheets A151.2 and A151.3

Is there an addendum coming out?

I don’t see a one-line for the power. It shows two panel schedules.
I don’t know if they are new or existing. I think panel L5 is existing
and panel U5LB is new. I don’t see where they are being fed from?

are we to provide the UPS and the Maintenance bypass along with
Panel U5lb?

In the new data room if we are suppling U5LV panel and where to
pull that feed from also the UPS and UPS by panel don’t have
enough info. It shows that on EP105 D1 upper left-hand corner.

We need sizes for the Fry Reglet L trim and F reveal mold. Sub is
asking for more information.

https://fryreglet.com/millwork-trims/

In the spec. it calls for double wall duct where there is no ceilings.
Sec�on 233113-11 / 3.10 B. That would make all the duct between
grid lines 3 through 5 as double wall duct. Is this really what they
want in this area? The cost will be triple the price. And if they do
want double wall duct what would be the outside dimensions?


